COMBINING TALENT WITH OPPORTUNITY

Jobs boost in Wolverhampton
Berry Recruitment has been chosen to supply
more than half the workers at the new Gestamp
factory in Four Ashes, Wolverhampton.
The site is opening following a £70m investment
by the Spanish car parts giant that has seen the
creation of hundreds of jobs.
Berry Recruitment is supplying nearly 100 workers
daily, including production staff, forklift drivers and
welders.
The family-owned national recruiter will be based
on-site and it is the fourth Gestamp plant that it
works at.

(L-R) Praveen Goli, Gestamp HR Manager Mark
Pearson, Andrea Constable and Matt Breakwell.

Gestamp produces parts for a variety of car
makers including BMW, Jaguar Land Rover, and
Toyota.

“The region has the talent and skills necessary
for a company of this size to put down roots. It is
our job to harness those skills and talent for our
client.

Matthew Breakwell, onsite sales director, said:
“This is a show of confidence in our ability to
supply the workers in this sector, and it
complements our supply to Gestamp’s Cannock
site in particular.
“Being onsite means the client has great trust in us
to deliver, something we already do daily at our
other operations with them.

“We have plenty of positions available so we’d
love to hear from anyone looking for work.”
Mark Pearson, Gestamp HR manager, said: “We
are looking forward to attracting the most
qualified talent to our plant to produce lighter
and safer auto parts for our clients, the global
car manufacturers.

“We are building a collaborative relationship
“It is also great news for the region with so much
investment having been made by Gestamp and the with Berry, to drive the passion and
performance of our jointly valued workforce.”
creation of new jobs.
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